SHAPING THE FUTURE OF WORKPLACE SAFETY, COMPLIANCE, AND EFFICIENCY

With one integrated platform to track, manage and protect your workplace & workforce

- Safety & Compliance
- Digitally Connected
- One integrated platform
ONE INTEGRATED WORKPLACE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

Enabling digital transformation to manage compliance, risk, and health & safety.

- **Access Control**
  - Protect your site with intelligent access control

- **Learning Management**
  - Training and inductions, connected to your roles, sites, and projects

- **Asset Management**
  - Track, monitor and maintain assets & ensure workforce competencies

- **Workforce Management**
  - Ensure workers and contractors are compliant, skilled & site-ready

- **Predictive Analytics**
  - Alerts, report & analytics to increase safety and efficiency

- **HSE Management**
  - All site compliance requirements for plant, assets, and workforce

- Improve Process efficiency
- Reduce operational costs
- Enhance compliance & safety
- Gain Real-time visibility across the organisation with one source of truth
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ENSURE ONLY COMPLIANT WORKERS AND PLANT CAN ACCESS SITES WITH COMPLETE WORKFORCE ACCESS CONTROL

Ensure on-site compliance of workers with a range of access control solutions with integrated verification, providing live data.

- Terminals with inbuilt verification
- Integrated temperature detection
- Integrated alcohol and drug testing
- Alerts for non-compliance
- Visitor management & terminals
- Evacuation and musters

01 Track access rights
02 Facial recognition and biometric verification
03 Real-time integration with turnstiles
04 Alerts and live dashboards

Damstra & Alcolizer
A trusted partnership
PROTECT YOUR WORKPLACE AND WORKFORCE WITH FACIAL SCANNING & TEMPERATURE DETECTION

Seamless access control process to assess and triage workers and visitors, to provide a safer environment for all.

How it works

1. Worker or visitor walks towards terminal and the thermal camera measures body temperature.
2. Results are instantly shown, and access is denied if elevated temperature is detected with real-time alerts to supervisors.
3. Worker or visitor identifies themselves by swipe card, biometric or keypad (if facial recognition is not deployed).
4. On screen HSE questionnaire follows with instructions then to proceed to Alcolizer if deployed.
5. Access is then permitted.
6. The temperature is recorded against the person’s Damstra profile.

Integrated with Damstra’s Access Control
KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON &
ENSURE THE SAFETY OF ALL WORKERS AT ALL TIMES

Manage the entire lifecycle from worker registration and verification to induction and on-site performance

- Online supplier & worker registration with independent verification
- Lone worker management with the latest smartwatch technology
- Online induction management
- Proximity management with contact tracing
- Onsite & mobile time & attendance
- RFID tracking

01 Save time and money
02 Get everyone on the job faster
03 Gain total visibility
04 Report on progress

Fully integrated across the Damstra suite
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INSPIRED LEARNING
TRANSFORM TRAINING WHILE SAVING TIME, MONEY, AND RESOURCES

Increase productivity and build a stronger workforce with our innovative platform with virtual reality capabilities.

Create visually dynamic multimedia lessons

Purchase videos

Publish quickly and securely to the cloud

Streamline training administration & reporting

Reduce cost to train by up to 70%

Achieve ongoing long-term financial savings and productivity

Fully integrated across the Damstra suite

01 Create effortlessly
02 Schedule efficiently
03 Learn anywhere
04 Report instantly

Workforce Management  Asset Management  Access Control  HSE Management  Predictive Analytics
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UNDERSTAND WHAT'S HAPPENING ON SITE, INSTANTLY

Capture and manage site-related data in real-time, enabling everyone in the field and in the office to know what is going on, make better decisions, and get more done.

Inspections and audits  Risk assessment and management

Incident and hazard management  SWMS and RAMS

Health and safety audits  Pre-starts

01 Build checklists & forms
02 Make your forms smarter by adding logic
03 Conduct inspections in the field
04 Alerts, Report & Track safety actions

Fully integrated across the Damstra suite
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TRACK, MONITOR AND MAINTAIN ALL YOUR ASSETS ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

Maximise your assets, improve process efficiency, and reduce operational costs

- Ensure assets are fit for purpose
- View in real-time
- Keep track of maintenance and repair logs for each asset
- Ensure all equipment is calibrated
- Monitor workers are licensed to operate plant & equipment

Asset register, asset tracking, and warranty tracking  
Fault notifications, work order management, and timesheet recording

Maintenance planning, preventative maintenance scheduling, and predictive maintenance  
Supply chain, cataloguing, and inventory management

Project management including shutdown planning  
Risk management

Fully integrated across the Damstra suite

01 Manage all assets  
02 Streamline jobs management

03 Gain complete control  
04 Manage from anywhere

Workforce Management  
Access Control  
HSE Management  
Learning Management  
Predictive Analytics
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PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
HELPING YOU FIND THE SAFETY, COMPLIANCE, AND EFFICIENCY INSIGHTS THAT REALLY MATTER

Turn data into meaningful safety, compliance, and efficiency insights, with real-time dashboards and alerts that are available anywhere at any time.

Pre-configured dashboards & comprehensive suite of reports
Skills matrix, BAC reporting, overstay reports and more

Quick and easy access to on premise activity with App
Automatic alerting to communicate essential information to users

Stay in touch with all workers on a project and site at all times

Fully integrated across the Damstra suite

01 Site intelligence
02 Custom dashboard
03 Analytical reporting
04 Predict outcomes

Workforce Management
Access Control
Asset Management
HSE Management
Learning Management
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